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What are Letters on Liberty? 
 
It’s not always easy to defend freedom. Public life may 
have been locked down recently, but it has been in 
bad health for some time. 
 
Open debate has been suffocated by today’s 
censorious climate and there is little cultural support 
for freedom as a foundational value. What we need is 
rowdy, good-natured disagreement and people 
prepared to experiment with what freedom might 
mean today.  
 
We stand on the shoulders of giants, but we shouldn’t 
be complacent. We can’t simply rely on the thinkers of 
the past to work out what liberty means today, and 
how to argue for it.  
 
Drawing on the tradition of radical pamphlets from 
the seventeenth century onwards - designed to be 
argued over in the pub as much as parliament - Letters 
on Liberty promises to make you think twice. Each 
Letter stakes a claim for how to forge a freer society in 
the here and now. 
 
We hope that, armed with these Letters, you take on 
the challenge of fighting for liberty. 
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THE CASE FOR WOMEN’S FREEDOM  

Women are never out of the news. From polls 
claiming that sexist behaviour is commonplace to 
surveys conducted by feminist charities, the question 
of women’s safety - from the bus to the office to the 
bar - often makes the headlines. 
 
Safety is an important concern - seatbelts in cars and 
yellow lines on tube platforms serve a serious purpose. 
But safety in the context of women’s political and 
personal lives is often used to override questions of 
freedom. The recent experience of the pandemic 
might have only recently alerted people to the 
tendency to sacrifice civil liberties in the name of 
safety, but this use and abuse of fearmongering has 
been alive and well among contemporary feminist 
discourse for some time. 
 
In May 2022, Ofcom colonised the papers calling for 
tech firms to ‘do more to protect women’,i after it 
found that only 42 per cent of women ‘felt 
comfortable about speaking freely online’. In April 
2022, the NASUWT teacher’s union published a poll 
revealing that 70 per cent of ‘female teachers have 
faced misogyny in UK schools’.ii In March 2021, a UN 
Women UK poll found that ‘four fifths of young 
women’ had been ‘subjected to sexual harassment’.iii 
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The same year, a poll by the British Medical 
Association claimed that ‘nine in 10 female doctors’ 
had ‘experienced sexism in the workplace’.iv Following 
the murders of Sarah Everard, Bibaa Henry and 
Nicole Smallman in 2021, data from the UK Office 
for National Statistics (ONS) revealed that ‘two out of 
three women aged 16 to 34 years experienced one 
form of harassment in the previous 12 months’.v 
 
The list goes on. In 2019, the National Union of 
Students published a survey of students which 
revealed that 75 per cent ‘had had an unwanted sexual 
experience at least once’.vi The union’s policy, passed 
at its 2021 conference, later claimed that ‘almost two 
thirds of students and graduates have experienced 
sexual violence at UK universities’.vii 
 

Are we living in a Margaret Atwood nightmare? 
Not exactly. 
 
Following the #MeToo movement and public 
accusations against Hollywood director Harvey 
Weinstein, a 2017 Comres poll found that ‘half of 
British women and a fifth of men have been sexually 
harassed at work or a place of study’.viii Back in 2016, 
the Trade Union Congress conducted a survey in 
association with the Everyday Sexism Project called 
‘Still just a bit of banter?’ which concluded that 52 per 
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cent of women had ‘experienced some form of sexual 
harassment’ and 35 per cent ‘heard comments of a 
sexual nature being made about other women in the 
workplace’.ix 
 
These stats paint a bleak picture of what it’s like to be 
a woman living in the UK in the twenty-first century. 
But are we living in a Margaret Atwood nightmare? 
Not exactly. While even a cursory dig behind such 
headlines reveals a more complicated story (in 2019 
the NUS polled just 544 of its self-selecting students - 
19 per cent of whom were male and three per cent 
non binary - for example), this frightening depiction 
of women’s safety doesn’t seem to have registered 
with public sentiment about feminism. 
 
Taking all the above in, one might assume that the 
Women’s Equality Party might have gotten a few 
votes in recent elections, or that feminist organisations 
would enjoy widespread support. In fact, the opposite 
is true. When asked ‘do you consider yourself to be a 
feminist?’ by a YouGov poll in 2018, just 26 per cent 
of people answered ‘yes’, a figure that had dropped 
from 31 per cent in 2015.x This seemed to back up the 
sentiment found in a Fawcett Society poll from 2016, 
in which only seven per cent of people were ‘actually 
describing themselves as feminist’, rising to just nine 
per cent among women.xi 
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Are we simply uninterested in the alleged 
discrimination and suffering women face in society? 
Again, not quite. The same Fawcett poll also found 
that 67 per cent ‘support equality for women and men’ 
with 86 per cent of men being ‘supportive of equality 
of the sexes’. The expression of public outrage at the 
murders of Everard, Smallman, Henry and later 
Sabina Nessa is testament to the disgust at violence 
committed by men against women. And in response 
to pressure from the #MeToo era, most workplaces, 
from educational institutions to big corporates, have 
implemented sexual-harassment and safe-space 
policies to mark their opposition to the mistreatment 
of women. 
 
Most women will tell you that they have experienced 
some form of bad behaviour at the hands of men - 
from strangers making comments about our 
appearance to the expectation that we instinctively 
know how to work the washing machine better than 
they do. But this is very different from fearing for our 
safety every time we leave the house (or indeed open a 
laptop). Politicians of all persuasions regularly use the 
phrase Violence Against Women And Girls - so 
popular most use the acronym VAWG - to lump 
everything from rape to outdated flirting techniques 
into the same dystopian diagnosis. And more often 
than not, their answer to panicky headlines is to enact 
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policies in the name of women’s safety, that ultimately 
restrict our independence.  

Knights in shining legal attire 

In many ways, the nature of what a politics for women 
should look like has changed. In contrast to the 
fiercely independent drive of early feminist campaigns, 
which viewed claustrophobic interference from 
parents, husbands and politicians into women’s 
private lives as a problem, contemporary mainstream 
feminism often calls for greater involvement from 
outside forces. 
 
Take the recent push to make misogyny a hate crime 
in the UK. Back in 2015, following a meeting at 
Nottingham Trent University to discuss the launch of 
a hate-crime commission, an idea was floated to trial 
making misogyny a hate crime in the city. Coming into 
force under then police chief Sue Fish, 
Nottinghamshire police reported that after two years, 
265 misogyny hate crimes had been recorded, with the 
criteria covering everything from ‘groping, using 
explicit language, or taking unwanted photographs’ to 
‘assault’.xii Campaigners argued that the invention of 
this new law would primarily meet the need to collect 
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data about levels of misogyny, as well as satisfying 
individual women’s problems. 

 
Fast forward six years, and the pilot which was 
heralded a success for boasting a ‘25 per cent increase 
in reporting’ was taken on by parliamentarians in the 
hopes of rolling it out nationwide. After multiple 
attempts, success seemed within reach while the 
government’s Police, Crime, Sentencing and Courts 
Bill made its way through parliament earlier this year. 
An amendment by Baroness Newlove in the House of 
Lords seemed like it might pass. Newlove argued that 
‘hate crime legislation protects people targeted 
because of their identity’, and that including misogyny 
in the list of categories would ‘send a message’ that 
‘victims’ of misogyny would ‘not have to fit a tick box 
to be seen’.xiii 
 

The law set up a narrative that women needed the 
authorities to feel safe and feel recognised. 
 
Misogyny hate crime, then, was not really about 
stopping incidents of sexual abuse, rape or harassment 
(which are already illegal) or simply about a fact-
finding mission. Instead, it was framed as being a 
means of changing societal norms by asking police 
officers to involve themselves in some of the most 
minor interactions between the sexes. Newlove’s 
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invocation of the need for women to ‘be seen’ was 
telling - so much of what is off-putting about this law 
is its focus on subjective emotions and women’s sense 
of self, rather than material change in terms of our 
freedom. The law set up a narrative that women 
needed the authorities to feel safe and feel recognised, 
and argued that the severity of a crime (from car theft 
to assault) could be enhanced if we felt it was done to 
us because we are women. 
 

‘What we said was that we want freedom - we want 
the freedom to risk rape.’ 

 
Newlove’s amendment failed to pass, and while 
feminist politicians collectively bemoaned a 
misogynistic failure within government to do what 
was right for women, lots of us ladies on the outside 
rejoiced. This was not because we find any pleasure in 
the idea that women might be subject to sexism from 
leering men, or that there is any merit in the ‘some 
women like it’ argument that often gets bandied about 
when wolf-whistling gets discussed. Instead, we 
understood that the greater evil for women’s freedom 
was inviting in the wolf of state surveillance under the 
sheep’s clothing of protective policy. 
 
There are practical reasons for arguing against hate-
crime legislation, too. After the legislation failed, one 
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writer pointed out that there were ‘10,679 
prosecutions for hate crime in England and Wales, 
leading to 9,263 convictions’ in comparison with the 
61,158 rapes reported in 2020-21 which resulted in a 
‘mere 1,109 convictions’.xiv It doesn’t take a cynic to 
point out that inflated numbers relating to hate-crime 
convictions might make the police look like they’re 
fighting sexism, masking their inadequacies in relation 
to serious crime like domestic abuse or rape. The 
popular misconception that rape is primarily a crime 
carried out by strangers also reveals the blinkered view 
of misogyny-hate-crime supporters. Most victims of 
rape will already know the perpetrator - sending a 
message through the statute books via hate crime is 
not necessarily going to change the behaviour of 
domestic abusers.xv While younger women tend to 
favour the kind of symbolic law change that Newlove 
and other campaigners were suggesting, an older 
generation of feminists raised concerns.  
 
The idea of protective measures is not anything new. 
Back in 2016, I went to the University of the Arts in 
Philadelphia to interview the American feminist 
Camille Paglia for the online magazine spiked, in which 
she recounted the story of her controversial claim that 
women should demand the freedom to ‘risk rape’: 
 

‘During my first semester in college, 1964, we women had to 
sign in to our dormitories at 11o’clock at night - whereas in 
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the men’s dormitories, the men could run free the entire night. 
It was so obviously and blatantly unfair, we felt like 
prisoners, as if we were living in a convent for heaven’s sake. 
So we’re the ones who demanded the discarding of these 
parental rules, and the colleges said to us: “The world is 
dangerous, we must protect you against rape.” What we said 
was that we want freedom - we want the freedom to risk rape. 
That is what my generation fought for, and therefore it is 
extremely discouraging to me to see this retreat, this surrender, 
on the part of young women of their personal autonomy - to 
say that they want the intrusion and surveillance of authority 
figures over their private lives.’xvi 

 
This radical demand that women choose freedom 
over safety - made almost 60 years ago, when sexism 
was not only a daily reality but a social norm - would 
seem unfathomable to many contemporary 
mainstream feminists today. The idea that women 
being free to make their own decisions and risk the 
same dangers as men is a good thing, would seem 
tantamount to being an apologist for abuse - or worse, 
a victim blamer for failing to stand up for the women 
who can’t take on that burden of risk. 
 
But Paglia’s demands ring even truer today, at a time 
when the treatment of women has improved vastly - 
in large part because of the efforts of women of her 
generation. Why has the dominant demand of 
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women’s liberation changed from ‘give us freedom’ to 
‘keep us safe’? 

When concern becomes control 

The problem with indulging in desires for safety is 
that it breathes new life into a very old form of sexism 
- the idea that women need to be patronised and 
protected by bigger, stronger, more capable people 
(often men). 
 
Let’s be clear, no one is arguing that a woman should 
simply fight her own battles when it comes to physical 
abuse or intimidating harassment. But when it comes 
to a general discussion about women’s political 
standing in society, and how we value our 
independence, failing to take on the challenge of 
changing sexist behaviours ourselves is an abdication 
of women’s power.  
 
If we give in to the idea that women are always unable 
to handle their affairs and personal relationships on 
their own (the good, the bad and the ugly), we damage 
the idea that women are able to make free and rational 
choices about their lives. The most obvious way in 
which this problem of control masked as concern 
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presents itself is in relation to women’s reproductive 
rights. 
 
There is no place in the world where women are free 
to make decisions about their own bodies when it 
comes to pregnancy. Access to abortion is always 
restricted in some form. More generous countries like 
the UK allow women to have an abortion, but only 
for a limited period during her pregnancy and on the 
condition that she convinces two doctors to allow her 
to make that choice. In other countries the picture is 
much bleaker - the overturning of the Roe ruling by 
the Supreme Court in the US has left millions of 
women living in states which are seeking to ban access 
to abortion outright. While many who call themselves 
‘pro-life’ make the case for a consideration of the 
‘unborn’, anti-choice campaigners have also argued 
that women need to be protected from the choice to 
end a pregnancy. 

 
This became apparent during a recent parliamentary 
debate in the UK concerning access to telemedical 
abortion pills. During the pandemic, early abortion 
pills - which had previously only been legally 
accessible if a woman travelled to a clinic to take them 
in the presence of a healthcare professional - were 
made available via post. This sensible and progressive 
step was automatically due to expire after other 
emergency measures enacted during the years of 
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Covid-19 were stripped away. While pro-choice 
campaigners and healthcare professionals argued that 
it was a no-brainer to allow this safe and legal 
procedure to be more readily accessible to women 
who needed it post-pandemic, critics argued that 
making the choice to have an early abortion easier 
would put women in danger. 
 
The campaign group Right To Life submitted written 
evidence to the House of Commons arguing that 
availability of at-home abortion pills ‘poses a threat to 
vulnerable women and girls who are at risk from an 
abusive partner, sex-trafficking, or child-sex abuse’ as 
they ‘could be used by their abusers as a means to 
more easily cover up trafficking or abuse scandals’.xvii 
Despite the provision of telemedical abortion being 
optional (women can still access clinics, and clinicians 
can still request to see women who they think might 
be in danger), those who were opposed to abortion 
more generally seemed willing to use the concept of 
women’s safety to withhold our bodily autonomy. The 
Conservative Party MP Caroline Johnson summed up 
this view during one of the debates, stating that ‘this is 
an issue of whether we want to make things more 
convenient for the majority of women, or we want to 
protect the women who are the most vulnerable, the 
most marginalised and the most at risk’.xviii 
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Weaponising women’s safety in this way might seem 
like a particularly low blow - particularly the 
suggestion that a woman’s freedom to make decsions 
about her body, life and future is somehow sacrificing 
more vulnerable women. But it is the same narrative 
of distrust in women’s ability to make rational and 
considered decisions that runs through so much of 
our contemporary understanding of women’s 
freedom. 
 
A similar theme can be found in the policing of 
contraception. Despite there being no medical or 
scentific basis for restricting women’s access to the 
morning-after pill (medication to prevent a pregnancy 
up to 72 hours after unprotected sex), adult women 
have to suffer the indignity of begging for pills from a 
pharmacist who is authorised to give her the third 
degree on why, how and with whom she decided to 
have unprotected sex. Many have pointed out the 
bitter irony of Viagra pills being made cheaply and 
easily available off the shelf - men can access the 
means to enjoy casual sex without being judged, but 
women are not afforded the same luxury. 
 
The idea that men, and male sexual desire presents an 
inherent danger to women (enough to prevent them 
from having carefree sexual relations) is not solely a 
position held by conservatives and prudes. The recent 
debate about sex and gender - in which prominent 
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political figures have all but admitted they are too 
scared of being labelled transphobic to define what a 
woman is - has likewise centred around the question 
of women’s safety. While violent attacks on women 
are most often carried out by men, the position of 
many feminists who are critical of gender ideology can 
sometimes slip into an exaggeration of the fraught 
nature of relationships between the sexes. The 
suggestion that every transwoman poses a threat in a 
woman-only space (because of his biology, and the 
presence of his penis), for example, is both a 
misanthropic view of human interaction and the same 
narrative that Victorians told to frightened ladies at 
bedtime - beware the lustful and uncontrollable 
desires of men. The importance of biology in 
understanding what a woman is should be obvious - 
you can’t fight for women’s rights if you don’t know 
what a woman is. Relying on an argument for safety - 
which sometimes borders on alarmist - undermines 
the clarity of this essential position. 

 
The reason why governments are unwilling to 
relinquish their stranglehold over women’s bodily 
autonomy might in part be to do with a religious or 
moral concern for what is perceived to be an unborn 
child, or expressions of concern for women’s safety. 
And a contemporary defence of the importance of 
sexual difference might stem from serious concerns 
about the erasure of what it means to be a woman, 
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with all the trials and tribulations that such an 
experience entails. But it is also true that these 
positions can also point to a deep and patronising 
mistrust in women’s ability to be independent agents. 

The price of freedom 

In a lecture on freedom and politics published in 1960 
in the Chicago Review, the philosopher Hannah Arendt 
argued that: ‘the raison d’être of politics is freedom, 
and its field of experience is action’.xix A year later, in 
‘What is freedom?’, published in Between Past and 
Future, she expanded on this idea of the freedom to 
act: 

 
‘Men are free - as distinguished from their possessing the gift 
for freedom - as long as they act, neither before nor after; for to 
be free and to act are the same.’xx 

 
The notion that freedom cannot be passive, and that 
the responsibility to live freely lies with an individual 
willing to take action to make it a reality, is central to 
Arendt’s philosophy. 
 
Perhaps Dolly Parton had a similar idea of the 
importance of freedom through independence when 
she sang the words ‘my mistakes are no worse than 
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yours, just because I’m a woman’ seven years later. 
Freedom cannot be given as a gift to women, neither 
can it be achieved through passive calls for protection 
and safety. 
 
As Paglia argued, freedom comes with the potential 
for mistakes, tragedy and danger, but that is a price 
worth paying for the kind of active independence and 
freedom that Arendt argues we should all be able to 
enjoy. From violent crime to unwanted comments in 
the street, much of men’s sexist behaviour towards 
women comes down to an understanding of our 
sovereignty as less valuable, and our societal worth as 
weaker. Arguing for freedom might sometimes risk 
ugly consequences, but pleading for protection 
cements this notion of us as less than men. 
 
Panicky stats that get used to strongarm governments 
into implementing ever more intrusive and patronising 
legislation in the name of women’s safety are no use to 
women. But neither is burying our head in the sand, 
pretending that sexist attitudes play no role in 
women’s standing in society. While much of the 
headlines quoted at the start of this Letter are 
hyperbolic, with dodgy data and a desire to 
fearmonger about women’s experience, it’s notable at 
least that so many women feel that their relationships 
with men both professional and personal are affected 
by sexism. 
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Instead, it is only through taking on the challenge of 
living freedom - accepting responsibility for our 
actions, whether they turn out to become triumphs or 
mistakes - that women will achieve real freedom. More 
importantly, it is only through demanding the same 
independence, respect and privacy to handle our 
affairs that we can achieve equality with men - and 
stamp out sexism for good. Safety is an important 
human need, but from Victorian chaperones to 
contemporary feminist warriors, it has for too long 
been used and abused to keep women from realising 
our potential, and demanding our liberation. 
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